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Figure 1: A simplifying illustration of the Virtual Director metaphor. In a broadcast production process workflow from left to
right, a Virtual Director software replaces the decision making tasks of a human TV broadcast director. Multiple live cameras
capture a scene. The Virtual Director mixing these available views for each individual playout device.

ABSTRACT
This paper gives a comprehensive overview of the Virtual
Director concept. A Virtual Director is a software component
automating the key decision making tasks of a TV broad-
cast director. It decides how to mix and present the avail-
able content streams on a particular playout device, most
essentially deciding which camera view to show and when to
switch to another. A Virtual Director allows to take decisions
respecting individual user preferences and playout device
characteristics. In order to take meaningful decisions, a Vir-
tual Director must be continuously informed by real-time
sensors which emit information about what is happening
in the scene. From such (low-level) ’cues’, the Virtual Di-
rector infers higher-level events, actions, facts and states
which in turn trigger the real-time processes deciding on the
presentation of the content. The behaviour of a Virtual Di-
rector, the ’production grammar’, defines how decisions are
taken, generally encompassing two main aspects: selecting
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what is most relevant, and deciding how to show it, applying
cinematographic principles.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Interactive systems
and tools; • Information systems→Multimedia stream-
ing; Multimedia content creation.

KEYWORDS
Virtual Director, interactive media, immersive media, video
personalization, AI director, broadcast, telepresence, cine-
matography, HCI, real-time decision making

1 INTRODUCTION
A Virtual Director is a software component that automatically
takes real-time decisions on the mixing and presentation of
remote video streams in setups where a scene is covered
by multiple cameras. As the metaphorical name of the Vir-
tual Director concept suggests, it addresses the multifaceted
challenge of automating the tasks that typically a human
broadcast director conducts, in collaboration with further
members of the production crew. A scene may consist of a
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single confined space like a sports arena, or consist of sev-
eral related spaces as for example in videoconferencing (see
Figure 2).

Figure 2: Bird-eye view of a schematic videoconferencing
setup involving 4 locations, with conference participants sit-
ting on chairs and sofas. Diagram adapted from [45].

Users are watching actions in the scene via some multi-
media system or service, with one or multiple devices like
screens for playout. While the Virtual Director concept fo-
cuses on traditional 2D video, it can be extended to process as
well other forms of video content, or further content modali-
ties such as audio.
The multiple available camera views are combined over

time by mixing them, i.e., there are switches from one view
to another, using cinematic elements such as cuts and tran-
sitions. At each point in time, one or multiple (arranged in
some layout) camera views are shown. Cameras may be fixed
or moving (robotic, or moved by camera operators). Further
components which are part of the overall multimedia system
take care of transmitting the content and executing the Vir-
tual Director’s decisions such that what it decides is indeed
rendered on the users’ screens.
With respect to certain aspects, the Virtual Director ap-

proach is related to concepts such as shape-shifted TV [43]
[40], non-linear interactive narratives [20] [24], object-based
broadcasting [38] [2] [22] [33] and perceptive media [10].

The Virtual Director concept can be regarded as a concept
that combines aspects and capabilities from the above. In a
nutshell, the following four aspect define what it enables:

• Automation of director’s decision making
• Adaptation e.g. to playout device capabilities
• Personalization to user needs and interests
• Interaction during content consumption

A key difference to most related approaches is that it is
targeting live application scenarios. Like shape-shifting TV, it
is suited to take automatic decisions on a very granular level –

but in live setups, it reasons with streams instead of recorded
video clips, and withmixing instead of editing grammar. Real-
time constraints provide for especially ambitious research
challenges in this realm. In this respect, the Virtual Director
concept fills a research gap.
A Virtual Director capable of automating the decisions

of a human director may not only create a single output,
but take personalized decisions for each individual user or
playout device.
This granular personalization capability can be the basis

for intriguing features, as intelligent personalization tailored
to user needs and preferences can provide added value for
media services. The Virtual Director approach allows to serve
each user individually. It scales very well and its output is not
constrained to a manageable set of pre-authored branches.
In order to enable intelligent personalization, two aspects
need to be covered: first, the Virtual Director’s behaviour –
referred to as the production grammar – needs to be defined
and engineered. Second, the Virtual Director needs to reason
about what is happening in the scene, hence it needs access
to sensors which inform it about current actions taking place,
emitting real-time (meta)data. A Virtual Director is hence a
data-driven service.
’Virtual Director’ in this paper and underlying research

stream is referred to as a concept, approach, paradigm, or a
technology or software component, to indicate a less technical
or more technical viewpoint when referring to it.

A Virtual Director is part of an overall multimedia system
which is enabling some kind of multimedia service to users.
The multimedia system consists of multiple components
which may operate in a distributed manner over a (local or
Internet) network. The Virtual Director can as a metaphor
be referred to as the brain of the system taking decisions the
results of which are directly visible to its users.
The Virtual Director concept can be applied as well to

domains which typically do not involve a human director
for vision mixing, such as group video communication [42]
[41] [9] where Virtual Director features are hypothesized to
be especially valuable for larger groups and groups where
participants embody specific communication roles (e.g. a
teacher presenting to students).

This paper builds on previous publications (most notably
[17]) in a long-term research stream, provides an updated,
comprehensive definition for the general Virtual Director
concept, and elaborates on many aspects which characterize
it. It does not present new experimental results.

The description in this paper is the synthesis of extensive
research. Individual aspects of the concept, research proto-
types and formal experiments have been documented in a
set of publications [42] [41] [9]. See [15] for an overview and
further references.
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The Virtual Director concept has been developed itera-
tively. It has matured over the extended timespan of a decade,
incorporating inputs and feedback from potential users as
well as experts at all stages. Experts included researchers
from both technical and non-technical (e.g. video produc-
tion) backgrounds, as well as representatives of industry
stakeholders.

The main idea behind the Virtual Director approach is not
entirely new. Research addressing this space so far, however,
resulted in dedicated individual solutions for particular ap-
plication domains and setups. The Virtual Director concept,
in contrast, is a generic concept. It fills a research gap and
contributes to the research and practitioner community and
is the basis for a flexible, re-usable technical approach and
software framework.

Apart from this theoretical concept, a technical approach
has been proposed and validated as well. It is based on com-
plex event processing (CEP) and rule-based computing. See
Figure 3 which illustrates the two main sub-processes of
a Virtual Director: the Semantic Lifting process which is
responsible with deriving a higher-level understanding of
what is happening in the scene, and the Director decision
making process which ultimately decides what to show on
a particular screen. See [17] and [15] for further details on
this end.

Figure 3: Pattern of decoupling the Semantic Lifting from
the director decision making sub-processes.

A near future vision for Virtual Director technology is to
utilize it for simple setups with limited user expectations.
Such setups may have only few cameras at their disposal, and
users may be provided with limited personalization options
only. Nevertheless, it could enable a more or less automatic
service requiring little effort to set up and operate.

For live event broadcast applications, automatic mixing of
multiple camera views should have considerably more visual
appeal compared to a continuous live stream of a single
(wide field of view) camera. Ad-hoc events or smaller events
of limited supra-regional interest may be made accessible
for live viewing. Personalization capabilities transform a
broadcast into what could be called a narrowast.

As a blue sky long term research vision, the intelligent
adaptation and personalization features could become stan-
dard features in everyday media consumption. Should a fur-
ther development of this concept be established as a standard
technology one day, the Virtual Director could also become
the basis for future forms of media content, novel forms of
consumption formats engaging audiences in ways which do
not exist yet.

2 DIRECTING LIVE TV BROADCAST
The term Virtual Director is a metaphor (see Figure 1) for
replacing certain tasks of a human broadcast production
crew, most notably those of the director. Naturally, every
broadcast team may consist of a different number of people
with a different distribution of roles. To simplify, the main
prototypical roles which a Virtual Director sets out to re-
place are the director and in some cases and to some extent
camera operators (i.e., with respect to the animation of vir-
tual cameras). Beyond, there may be further production crew
members with additional specific roles such as the prepa-
ration of instant replays or the insertion of pre-recorded
content – such roles may be taken up by a Virtual Director
as well but are considered additional features beyond the
basic concept.
How are the tasks and responsibilities of a human tele-

vision director defined in literature? Referring to material
from a media course [29], the director is responsible for the
realisation of the script which corresponds to a Virtual Di-
rector’s production grammar definition. The director also
needs to instruct further members of the production crew,
and as appropriate also the cast (actors, but not athletes in a
sports broadcast):

"The director is responsible for making the script come alive.
They will be in charge of directions for the cast and crew and
will give them instructions on how to move around the set with
the right attitude towards the scene and script." [29]

The description further acknowledges that the concrete re-
sponsibilities of a director depend on the type of production,
and there is a difference between live (broadcast) produc-
tion, which is the focus of this paper, and recording video
for offline editing:

"The duties of a television director vary depending onwhether
the production is live, as in television news, a televised sporting
event or recorded to tape, digital video or video server, as in a
dramatic or interview production." [29]
What is naturally beyond the scope of a digital director

service is the placement and setup of the physical equipment:
"In both types of productions, the director is responsible for

supervising the placement of professional video cameras (cam-
era blocking), lighting equipment, microphones, and props."
[29]
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A further section from the same task description explains
why the director’s job is a very intense one requiring a great
amount of concentration. This person must take decisions
very quickly with low delay, maintain the overview of a
complex set of production equipment, think ahead and steer
further members of the production crew:
"Other than quickly calling out commands, the television

director is also expected to maintain order among the staff
in the control room, on the set, and elsewhere. A news studio
might have multiple cameras and few camera movements. In
a sports broadcast, the director might have 20 or 30 cameras
and must continuously tell each of the camera operators what
to focus on." [29]

Directors are using dedicated hardware and software tools
to conduct their tasks. For directing live broadcast, the ar-
guably most prominent tool is the vision mixer, a physical
switching desk which allows to prepare shots, watch several
live streams in parallel on adjacent screens, and execute cuts
from one shot to another.
To obtain a basic understanding of how a vision mixer is

handled, see the video in [27], part of a larger collection of
videos [6] documenting professional production processes
which was published by the ADAPT1 research project. Re-
searchers have previously targeted the further development
of such tools as well as their adaptation to certain usage
setups, see [7] for an example of a vision mixing system that
can be used on mobile devices.

3 SENSORS
To be able to metaphorically ’understand’ what is happening
in the scene, and to take high-quality decisions, a Virtual
Director needs access to information which contain rele-
vant facts either directly, or allow to refer them. The Virtual
Director hence needs to be informed by sources of such infor-
mation, which we refer to as sensors in this research. Without
any information from the outside, a Virtual Director could
not take meaningful but only random decisions. Sensors may
be physical devices or ’soft’ (software) sensors.

Information is required about what is dynamically going
on in the scene, hence also sensor information needs to be
provided continuously, e.g. as an event stream or sequence
of notifications. Sensor information needs to be generated
and transmitted with very low delay due to the real-time
requirements of the Virtual Director and the multimedia
services it enables. The term cues is used in this paper to
refer to such sensor information.
Any sensor might be useful, as long as the information

provided can be exploited in the production grammar of the
Virtual Director. Even redundant sensors and cues might
help to filter noise and raise confidence in the correctness

1http://www.adapttvhistory.org.uk/

of information. Cues may explicitly contain uncertain in-
formation which may even be equipped with confidence
estimation values. A Virtual Director may have interfaces to
several kinds of sensors which may cover multiple modali-
ties. Sensor streams may subject to multimodal fusion when
being processed by a Virtual Director.

When cues are processed as events with an event process-
ing paradigm, there are some implicit advantages. A key one
is that with most event processing frameworks the informa-
tion received automatically gets associated with a timestamp.
Efficient event management and processing algorithms of
such frameworks may automatically dismiss cues which are
no longer relevant.

Note that the processing of timestamped information can
be more complicated than one may intuitively assume. First
of all, besides the timestamp stating when the event was
received, there may be different timestamps stating when
the real-life event it represents has taken place, or when
the cue was originally created. Further, the transmission of
cues from the sender to the Virtual Director may vary from
sensor to sensor, and even from transmission to transmission.
This circumstance may be very relevant when executing real-
time pattern matching algorithms to analyse the cue streams.
Specific out-of-order event processing strategies may have
to be applied. The detection of a pattern that consists of a
strict sequence of certain events may require a certain time
period to be waited to make sure no delayed cue is received
which breaks the pattern. However, the use of deliberate
waiting periods entails a difficult trade-off with respect to
the real-time requirement of the system.
For the data representation of cues, metadata standards

such as the theMPEG-7 [26] format or theMedia Value Chain
Ontology [32] may be useful. Alternatively, self-designing
a metadata schema using RDF/OWL [13] is a candidate for-
mat with advantages concerning component integration and
interoperability. Due to the requirement of very fast process-
ing, leaner formats such as XML or JSON snippets with a
self-defined structure and required fields may also be chosen.

The following gives a brief overview on potential sources.

Content analysis
A Virtual Director is part of an overall multimedia system
which processes audio and video content streams. As these
content streams are anyhow available, they can be accessed
with reasonable effort. What is hence an obvious candidate
to be integrated and act as a sensor are real-time content
analysis modules, i.e. computer vision and audio analysis
algorithms that extract information from the content streams
on the fly.
From a system architecture point of view, the content

analysis modules are regarded as not being part of the Virtual
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Director. Instead, they are exchangeable external component
with an interface to the Virtual Director. A sensor emits
information about one particular scene location. When a
Virtual Director’s application involves multiple scenes at the
same time, such as in videoconferencing, it may fuse cues
from multiple locations for processing.

What a typical content analysis sensor informing a Virtual
Director would emit are features of rather low abstraction
level, simple bits of information describing what is happen-
ing in the scene – i.e. not very low-level information on an
isolated pixel level and also not complex information derived
from multiple aggregated or fused modalities.
Even though real-time content analysis algorithms are

typically used, usually there is some, if minimal, processing
delay involved. These delays can be critical and need to be
considered when designing a Virtual Director service and
the workflow and processing chains of the overall multime-
dia system. Delays may occur especially when analysing
high-resolution video, while audio processing is often com-
putationally cheaper and hence causes less delay.

Another limiting aspect of content analysis is the expected
quality of its results. Usually, 100% correctness cannot be
achieved. Algorithms may be configured to balance the trade-
off between false positive and missed detections. There are
specific algorithms for specific purposes, e.g. retrieval from
large datasets. What can be expected for real-time applica-
tions, however, may be considerably less, since

• the algorithm does not have any means to take infor-
mation about the future into consideration, except for
a few frames at most, and

• certain algorithms cannot be used since they simply
take too long to provide a result such as a detection2
of a certain object.

What in recent years triggered considerable advancements
in the computer vision research field are deep learning ap-
proaches [46] – in some research communities these vast
improvements are even referred to as the ’age of deep learn-
ing’. A good overall understanding of the state-of-the-art can
further be obtained by looking at the results of evaluation
competitions and benchmarking events such as the MediaE-
val Benchmarking Initiative for Multimedia Evaluation [21]
or the TREC Video Retrieval Evaluation (TRECVID) [28].

Examples what content analysis sensors may extract are:
• The current number and exact location of persons or
faces in the video.

• The location and movement directions of objects such
as a ball in a sports match.

• The gaze direction of a certain person.
2Note that while the temporal delay of detections is critical with respect to
the overall multimedia system’s real-time constraints, the time required for
training machine learning algorithms is not relevant.

• Events when a person starts or stops talking.
• Specific sound events such as a local music concert
crowd cheering loudly.

• etc.

Besides these examples, rather different properties which
content analysis may extract are quality aspects – see [44]
for examples. A Virtual Director may exploit such informa-
tion by filtering out content streams that are below certain
standards.
How is the information contained in these data streams

exploited? Since this (meta)data typically contains low-level
information as mentioned above, it needs to be translated to a
higher abstraction level. In a nutshell, firstly this information
is fused over multiple sensors and analysed. This process
may be referred to as Semantic Lifting (see [17] for details).
The result of it are higher-level cues, facts and states. The
abstraction level of this higher-level information describes
what is happening in the scene inmore abstract terms and fits
with the second processing step. Hence it can be used there as
a decision trigger or decision parameter: the Virtual Director
is taking decisions on how to present the available content on
the individual screens, as defined by its production grammar.

As an example, an audio analysis sensor may detect a spe-
cific sound such as the sound of a whistle in a basketball
match. Based on fusing this cue with further available sen-
sor data, it can be inferred that a free throw is going to be
awarded on the left side of the court.

Viewer A is in the midst of a training program to become
a referee for minor leagues. She is eager to watch the move-
ments and gestures of professional colleagues to learn from
them. Watching a game via a Virtual Director service, she
sets a preference for this game to closely watch their gestures
whenever the game is interrupted by e.g. a foul, a timeout or
the ball falling out of bounds.

Viewer B, however, may use different personalization pref-
erences and at the same time see a close-up shot of the player
who was fouled and is preparing to attempt the free throw.
Would another player of whose team viewer B is not a fan of
do the same, the likelihood would increase that the Virtual
Director is showing the coaches’ reaction instead of focusing
on the player.

Manual annotation
Because of the aforementioned deficiencies of automatic con-
tent analysis algorithms, such sensors may be replaced or
combined with manual annotation interfaces. This is obvi-
ously only an option for professional applications where
the integration of a manual human annotation task can be
afforded to begin with.
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Dedicated annotation tools with well-designed work pro-
cesses and user interfaces are required which allow to effi-
ciently enter what is observed. Operating such tools may
require extensive training.
The key difference between (a) an operator taking deci-

sions when to cut from one camera view to another using a
vision mixing tool, and (b) an operator conducting manual
annotation, is that the latter input is not final and can be
used for scalable personalization and adaptation.
An obvious annotation strategy is to manually annotate

high-level actions that are not directly observable by au-
tomatic sensors. Another example task would be identity
assignment for persons that are automatically tracked in a
scene, e.g. the most interesting people in a concert or sports
match. To enable users to follow their favourite characters
with close-up shots, a system needs to be aware of their
current location.
A manual annotation task could also serve as a tool for

validating and correcting the results of content analysis. An
interface may also serve for selection of, or re-prioritisation
between shot options determined automatically by the Vir-
tual Director system.

Physical sensors
Apart from the above, any further physical sensor may also
be used to inform a Virtual Director. It may extract and emit
any relevant information from the real-life scene, the phys-
ical world. Examples are the location of people or objects
(e.g. sports game ball location within a certain area), the
state of a certain object (e.g. door open or closed), the dis-
tance and speed of certain objects, or real-time ’quantified
self’ sensors (e.g. heart rate of a person playing a game in a
videoconference).

Application context
Further, cues may be extracted from the application context
of the multimedia service which the Virtual Director is part
of. As an example, let’s assume a Virtual Director is part
of a videoconferencing tool which is integrated with a so-
cial network platform. A sensor in this case could extract
characteristics of the relationships of the videoconference
participants which the Virtual Director can exploit to bias
camera selection towards close ties. This personalization
may improve the shared experience of the participants (see
the approach in [39] and [37]). Such a sensor would only
have to emit periodic updates since this kind of information
does not change very rapidly.

4 VISION AND FEATURES
The following discusses key features a Virtual Director may
enable in detail. Examples are discussed which implicitly

sketch a vision of how Virtual Director technology enhance
viewing experiences.

Automatic camera/viewpoint selection
A key question which a Virtual Director needs to continu-
ously evaluate is which part of the scene is currently most
relevant to a particular user, which camera views cover it
(possibly multiple), and if a switch should be issued to show
this camera view instead of the current one.
A Virtual Director is automatically mixing the available

content streams and shall do that in a visually engaging
manner, providing a (possibly even personalized) viewpoint
on the scene and conveying what is happening in the scene
by appropriate cinematographic means.
Any switch to another camera view can be initiated by

the Virtual Director (i) reacting to what is happening in the
scene, (ii) reacting to the current camera no longer being
available or, (iii) following cinematographic principles (sim-
ple example: maximum shot duration exceeded).
Beyond this basic behaviour, there are many more ca-

pabilities and decision factors, depending on the concrete
implementation, features enabled, and application context
in general. See Figure 4 for an overview of common fac-
tors which may influence the decisions a Virtual Director is
taking.

Automatic execution of cinematographic/cinematic
principles
A basic idea behind the Virtual Director concept is to au-
tomate the execution of cinematographic principles – in a
nutshell, how the content is framed and how camera views
are put into a sequence over time.
Since different terms are used by different communities

with inconsistent definitions, to simplify, in this paper the
term cinematographic principles is mostly used in a gener-
alizing manner to describe cinematographic and cinematic
rules, principles, techniques and common conventions, i.e.
elements of film language and visual storytelling – see for
example [1] [5] [4] [34] [25].

A basic element of cinematography is frame composition
[23]. "Composition refers to the placement of objects and sub-
jects within the frame (...)" [23] which can be used as a story-
telling tool to convey or underline the meaning of a situation,
or suggest deeper meaning. Adherence to well-known prin-
ciples such as symmetry, good headroom, the golden section
or the rule of thirds (see [4, pp. 42–44]) may not only be
perceived and understood by viewers as a sign of cinemato-
graphic quality, but in specific situations also mediate a har-
monious atmosphere or favourable sentiment. The breaking
of such standard rules the meaning of which is understood
and expected by most viewers can be an intentional instru-
ment as well, however. Unconventional composition may
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Figure 4: Common factors influencing the decisions a Virtual Director component takes.

enhance user experience when watching dramatic moments
or following a surprising twist to the course of events.

A specific instrument which may be used to intensify the
meaning of certain situations is to vary the ratio of person’s
size in contrast to the shot. For example, a narrow close-up
of a person may help convey the sense of notable individual
achievement, closely showing facial expressions in moments
of joy. Showing a single person much smaller, in contrast,
may help transport the sense of that person experiencing
failure, feeling small, of feeling isolated.
Any principles may be specific to content genres and ap-

plication domains, yet in general, the utilization of such
common conventions is useful since they are proven to be
effective and, as mentioned above, commonly understood by
most users. Most users are familiar with basic principles and
their intended meaning by watching edited content in their
everyday lives (television, cinema, online, etc.).
Just like a human broadcast director understands which

principles shall be applied in a certain situation, the Virtual
Director shall be capable of automatically deciding when to
apply certain principles. In contrast to human professionals,
a Virtual Director’s behavioural repertoire may of course be
limited, yet sufficient. A cinematographic principle in that
sense could be described as the combination of a cinemato-
graphic technique and an understanding in which specific
situations and how exactly to apply it.
There are two main facets where a Virtual Director is

executing cinematographic principles:

• When selecting camera views to show, considering
which type of shot currently fits, considering the tem-
poral sequence.

• For the definition and animation of virtual cameras as
digital croppings.

Naturally, a third facts would be for camera steering, but this
is not considered in scope.

Cinematographic techniques may help to communicate
meaning, entertain, or evoke a particular emotional or psy-
chological response by the audience. This includes e.g. light-
ing, using depth of field, focus, camera position, camera
movement, framing, special effects, cutting effects, etc.

However, a concrete Virtual Director implementation may
have means to steer and influence only a subset of these
aspects. It may for example not have any mandate and inter-
face to steer the physical cameras and move them around.
It may, however, define virtual cameras as croppings of the
original video streams and animate these virtual cameras
by panning and zooming. While the Virtual Director may
not be able to instruct a certain camera to capture a certain
type of shot, it may be able to choose from multiple available
streams and select one with a shot type desired.

As an introduction with very limited depth, the following,
adapted from [17], lists and explains commonly used shot
types.

Shot Types by Size. A shot (see [4, pp. 8–24]) can be of any
reasonable temporal extent. Its type is defined by the distance
between the camera and the subject (in relation to the subject
size). It defines the ratio of the size of the visible part of the
object to the total area in the shot. Shot types by size may
be interpreted differently in different contexts and content
genres. For example, a camera operator would use a different
focal length for a wide shot when showing an open landscape
than when showing a wide shot of an indoor theatre stage.

The following suggests a taxonomy that is based on and a
subset of the shots described in [4, pp. 8–24] by Bowen and
Thompson.

See Figure 6.10 in [17] for further example shots for six of
these shot types, taken from a soccer match. This content
was used for a Virtual Director research prototype [18]. The
subjects in these examples are a single or multiple athletes.
While most literature like [4] is primarily intended for

film production, i.e. recording content of scenes that can be
planned ahead, many of the same principles and rationales
apply as well to capturing live video, or even photography.
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Extreme long shot: An extreme long shot shows a large
amount of the environment and is taken from a distance
where the subject(s) are not clearly visible in detail. It is
often used as an ’establishing shot’ to show the audience
where the action is taking place and shows e.g. the landscape
or the surroundings of the scene.

Wide shot: In a wide shot the subject(s) are usually shown
in full height. While the subject shall be the focus of atten-
tion, the surroundings are still visible. For sports content,
for example, a group of persons instead of a single one may
be of interest and hence framed by a wide shot. That shot
may be somewhat wider than for other domains and show
several athletes and their position and movement relative to
each other.

Medium long shot: A medium long shot is something be-
tween a wide shot and a medium shot and shows "more of
who than where and can still show when" [4], i.e. the focus typ-
ically is on human subjects while a sense of the surroundings
is still conveyed. A medium shot does not show an entire
person but cut off e.g. below the knees. However, the exact
framing depends on several factors, such as the amount of
subjects in focus or their movement.

Medium shot: A medium shot typically shows a single sub-
ject very prominently, cut off below the waist. A medium
shot may well be used for dialogue scenes since it shows
the subject at a natural distance for such situations. How
narrow the framing can be depends among other factors on
the amount of movement and gesturing.

Over the shoulder shot: A shot (not listed in [4]) often used
for dialogue scenes, typically showing two people talking
to each other, both visible, yet suggesting the perspective of
one of them.

Close-up: The close-up shot is a full face shot that typically
shows the person’s face above the upper shoulders. It may
cut off the top of a person’s hair or head. This shot allows
the viewer to focus on a subject’s face, subtle emotions, eye
gaze and facial expressions.

Extreme close-up: Another shot type is the extreme close-up
shot which is a very detailed shot of an object or parts of a
person, such as the person’s eyes, mouth or hand. The viewer
is lacking context since no surroundings are identifiable. It
can be challenging to use such extreme close-up shots in
Virtual Director implementations, and to maintain proper
framing when the person is moving or turning.

Shot Types by Angle. Another aspect to consider when posi-
tioning a camera are the angles of the shot in relation to the
main subject and its own natural direction [4, pp. 45–61].

On one hand, the horizontal angle refers to the horizontal
angle of the camera to the subject, for example a person
standing up straight and firmly looking ahead. Depending
on this angle the person may be shown directly from the
front, slightly to the side, in a profile view from 90 degrees
to the side, or even directly from the back.

The vertical angle, on the other hand, refers to the height
and vertical angle of the camera. This angle may be horizon-
tal, i.e. parallel to the floor, or looking upwards or downwards.
A very common view and natural shot is the eye level shot
where the camera shows the subject as humans of average
height would see it. A slightly lower position and upwards
angle may be used to make the subject appear taller andmore
significant. Vice versa, a higher camera position and down-
wards angle may enhance the opposite impression. The bird’s
eye view is a very high camera angle which shows a subject
or scene from above. While for many content domains this
is a very unnatural angle, it can be useful especially in sports
and documentaries to give an overview.

Camera Movements. Apart from objects and subjects moving
within a static shot, also the physical camera may be moved
to create a shot [4, pp. 165–181]. The cameramay bemounted
on some kind of tripod device which allows it to be moved
in certain directions. Cameras can also be mounted on a
dolly vehicle with wheels or rails to smoothly move it along
a main direction. The camera may also be moved around
feely by a human camera operator who may just carry it or
mount it on a steadicam device to stabilize it and make sure
any movement is perfectly smooth. Cranes may be used as
well. Some cranes are robotic and allow to remotely steer
and pre-program motion sequences.

The following terms describe the arguably most important
camera movements. A pan is a horizontal camera movement
where there the camera remains in a fixed location. Vertical
camera movement is referred to as a tilt where the camera
points upwards or downwards from a stationary spot. A
truck is related to a pan but instead of turning the camera,
the camera is physically moving sidewards. The pedestral
analogously is related to the tilt but instead of tilting the
camera to look upwards or downwards, the camera is physi-
cally moved up or down while the angle remains constant. A
zoom is technically not a camera movement but produces an
effect similar to moving the camera closer or further away
from an object or subject by changing the focal length.
With respect to the Virtual Director concept, first of all,

steering of physical cameras is considered not in scope for
this concept. What is however relevant, is the definition of
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static and animated virtual cameras as croppings of high-
resolution source video streams. For these, a Virtual Director
needs to automatically take decisions on how to frame and
how to animate. Instead of physically moving a camera, it
replicates the camera movements mentioned above mainly
by a combination of digital (i.e., not optical) zoom, truck and
pedestral movements. See [17] for a research prototype with
such features.

Shot angle selection
A very specific decision aspect when selecting one from mul-
tiple available cameras is when multiple options are available
showing e.g. the same person, but from different angles. A
video analysis sensor for example could provide metadata
about from which angle each person is currently filmed, e.g.
stated in degrees, with 0 degrees for a fully frontal shot.

In that case, the Virtual Director can consider the horizon-
tal angle discussed above, and infer some shot types such as
a frontal, sideways or profile shots. Information about which
shot types are available can be a key decision factor for shot
selection. See the Geometric Reasoner in [8] as an exam-
ple, a reasoning sub-process of a Virtual Director prototype
capable of exactly that.

As an example, this feature could be used by a Virtual Di-
rector in a videoconferencing system. Let’s assume a session
involving three people where from one of the two people
located remotely the two shots depicted in Figure 5 are avail-
able in parallel – a frontal shot, and a sideways shot.

Figure 5: Two shot candidates: a frontal view of a person,
and a sideways view. Screenshots taken by the author of this
paper, and re-used from [16].

From basic audio analysis cues, the Virtual Director can
detect interaction patterns over time and infer turn taking
behaviour, specifically who is currently talking directly to
whom. The Virtual Director’s production grammar defines
the following logic: when the local participant is talking
to this remote person directly, the frontal shot is shown,
since this is the most natural view when directly talking to
somebody. However, when the local participant is passively
following a conversation between the two remote partici-
pants, the sideways shot is preferred since this in turn is a
more natural view when passively following a conversation
among other people.

Executing that logic, the Virtual Director essentially im-
plements a personalization feature. At each point in time,
the participant may get to see different views, those which
are currently most suitable.

Enabling natural communication can be an important suc-
cess factor for mediated communication and telepresence
systems (see [36]), something that can be measured via user
experience evaluation. To this end, a body of research is avail-
able, including the media naturalness theory and naturalness
scale proposed by Ned Kock [19].

Definition and animation of virtual cameras
Multimedia services featuring a Virtual Director component
likely use multiple physical cameras to capture a scene from
different viewpoints. Dynamically switching from one view-
point to another allows to provide suitable shots of the cur-
rent actions taking place in the scene. To an appropriate de-
gree and in line with cinematographic principles and proven
practices, visual variety adds to the appeal of the resulting
content consumption experience.

However, it is also possible to use a single source camera
only. One possibility would be to just display the remote
video stream like a typical remote webcam view, but this
would not be appealing enough for many application sce-
narios and would not require intelligent content selection,
adaptation and personalization.
What a Virtual Director can support to nevertheless add

some variety in shot types is to use different croppings of
the single camera source – virtual cameras – which show
different parts of the scene, possibly in different zoom levels
and shot types. The camera source could for example be a
panoramic camera or one with a large field of view such that
a whole music concert stage or sports court fits into the shot.
A schematic example of concurrent virtual camera cropping
candidates from a high-resolution panoramic video stream
is visualised in Figure 6.

Naturally, the resolution of the source camera and the crop
ratio need to be high and low enough such that the resolution
of the resulting virtual camera is still useful. Virtual cameras
can be static or dynamic, i.e. the Virtual Director animates
them moving across the image.
Altogether, while the use of virtual cameras can be an

inexpensive option, there are inherent limitations. Apart
from specific camera types like light field (plenoptic) cameras,
the focus can not be adjusted after the recording. Viewers
will notice the difference between digital croppings and real
zooming by physical cameras.

Layout composition of multiple streams
A Virtual Director may show only one single camera view at
a time, like it is the case in traditional TV most of the time.
The image may fill the whole screen or parts of it, leaving
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Figure 6: Different virtual cameras can be positioned within a high-quality panoramic video stream, covering different aspects
of the scene and the actions within, with shots that differ in type and aspect ratio. Image re-used from [17].

space for e.g. menu and control elements which are part of
a multimedia service. It may, however, also show multiple
camera views at the same time, arranging them in some kind
of static or dynamically changing layout.
For the definition of layouts, templates may be used. See

Figure 7 for four examples: one example shows a single view
while the other combine multiple.

When combining multiple streams, there are several op-
tions and parameters: the camera views can be of equal or
varying size, possibly cropped. They can be aligned in an
adjacent manner or overlap. Layouts may cover the whole
available space or leave parts of the area blank.
See Section 3.2.2 of [45] for more details regarding the

practical realization in a research prototypes.
Towards a practical solution of layout adaptation several

challenges need to be solved, including how to fit the source
streams into the predefined areas within the layout template.
Towards that end, see also the Bachelor thesis of Thomas
Popp [31].

Content adaptation
Involving a Virtual Director enables a multimedia system to
handle the adaptation of content. The perhaps most obvious
use case for that is to adapt to the concrete properties of
playout devices.

The Virtual Director’s role within this process is not to al-
ter the content directly, but to take decisions on how exactly
it needs to be altered or selected. Decisions are instructing
components (e.g. content transmission, content processing,

Figure 7: Four example layouts, showing how a single or
multiple video streams can be displayed.

viewpoint framing, rendering/playout) to execute the adap-
tation required. The decision can obviously differ for users
or groups of users – which effectively translates to play-
out devices and groups thereof. Depending on where in the
processing chain the adaptation is put into effect, there are
different advantages and disadvantages – close to the capture
site, in the network, or only at playout time [11]. Naturally,
the Virtual Director needs to be able to obtain the playout
device properties via some interface.

With respect to video, the Virtual Director’s decision pro-
cess may take the screen resolution into account when se-
lecting camera sources and their current shot types. It can
take the playout screen’s aspect ratio into account when
cropping the original camera feed. The current screen orien-
tation (portrait or landscape orientation, or even square) is
another related aspect, one which is gaining more and more
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importance as more and more content is recorded, streamed
and consumed on mobile devices in portrait orientation.
It can also bias or restrict the shot types used. The detail

level of extreme close-up shots, the speed of camera pans,
or certain patterns of shot sequences may be appropriate
for some playout screen and not for others. Fast camera
movement like a pan for example may look appropriate on
a small screen like on a mobile phone while the same may
appear overwhelming on a large projection.
As a side note, there are also (broadcast production) sys-

tems which dedicatedly handle content adaptation to playout
device properties and capabilities as a special feature. Exam-
ples of such systems are in some cases referred to as format-
agnostic production systems. One of the research projects in
which research related to the Virtual Director concept was
conducted has addressed such systems. For more details on
format-agnostic approaches, see the book Media Production,
Delivery and Interaction for Platform Independent Systems:
Format-Agnostic Media which a Virtual Director chapter [17]
is part of.

Content personalization
Another feature which may be very beneficial for users’
viewing experience is content personalization: a software
component’s ability to automatically decide which camera
viewpoint to show and when to cut is the basis for the ability
to take different decisions for different users in parallel, in
line with their individual preferences. Personalisation may
concern individual users or groups of users. Users may ex-
press preferences both before and during the consumption
of content, or the use of a multimedia service.

Theoretically, personalization may concern any aspect of
a Virtual Director’s decision making processes, by filtering,
introducing a bias, etc. The following lists some examples
for the application domain of watching a live event such as
a sports competition or music concert from remote:

• Bias camera selection to focus on a certain person, i.e.
increase the likelihood that this person is visible. Such
a personalization feature could be used by fans of an
athlete, or relatives of a particular musician.

• Bias camera selection towards a group of persons, such
as athletes of a particular team, or musicians playing
a certain instrument.

• Focus on a certain object which a user intends to ob-
serve closely, unless something very relevant is hap-
pening elsewhere.

• Bias towards certain types of actions, e.g. when multi-
ple competitions may take place in parallel, as during
a track-and-fields meeting or race competitions with
a large number of participants. The Virtual Director’s

production grammar can ensure that actions of partic-
ularly high priority nevertheless may overrule specific
personalization preferences. For example, for a viewer
who chose to follow all athletes of a certain country
across all disciplines at a track and field competition,
whatever she is currently watching would be left in
favour of the start of the 100m sprint final, regardless
of the competitor’s nationality, to the benefit of the
viewing experience.

• Preference towards certain types of cinematographic
shots such as close-ups.

• etc.

Further examples for the application domain of participat-
ing in a group video communication session:

• Every participant may get to see something different
at each point in time to begin with, as a Virtual Di-
rector can distinguish between a self-view and views
of remote participants. The latter group is obviously
different for every participant.

• A participant in a teacher role giving a talk or explain-
ing something may see several remote participants
in parallel, arranged in a mosaic layout, to be able to
observe their non-verbal reactions, and assess if the
contents of what has been told was understood by the
participants.

• In the previous example, all other participants in a
student role may see a close-up shot of the teacher
most of the time, in order to concentrate on what is
being said, and being able to follow also the non-verbal
communication such as gestures.

• In sessions involving larger groups of participants,
camera selection bias towards persons the local user
has particularly strong social ties with, based on social
network data.

• etc.

While intelligent personalization may create added value
for users, and in turn for content/service providers, it shall be
noted that to personalisation there may be disadvantageous
aspects as well. For certain content genres at least, potential
users expressed concerns towards this Virtual Director fea-
ture since they feared it might be detrimental to enabling
shared experiences. Some mentioned it may be difficult to
talk about strongly personalized content with friends, for
example when meeting in the office the next day, since they
might not have seen the same content, at least on a detailed
level.
Enabling personalization of a media service that is per-

ceived by users as valuable and worthwhile is not a straight-
forward task. "For personalization, you have to understand
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people", Lora Aroyo mentioned in her inaugural speech3
’Data Science with Humans in the Loop’ at Vrije Universiteit
Amsterdam in 2017.

Another challenge towards the design of an overall mul-
timedia system which includes a Virtual Director is how to
make the overall workflow of reacting to users’ preference
inputs work. For this, a whole chain of components needs
to work together smoothly, including the user interaction
per se, the interpretation of the user input, and the decision
making processes of the Virtual Director. Any preference
changes by users shall make an immediate effect, as far as
applicable. Noticing the changes take effect should make
users confident that the system work correctly.

Real-time processing
Processing data and reacting with decisions with minimal,
real-time delay, is one of the most essential features of a
Virtual Director. One of the main challenges with a fully
automatic Virtual Director approach are implications of the
delays that occur and accumulate over the whole processing
chain within the overall, distributed multimedia system.
A Virtual Director is only one component embedded in

the system architecture of a distributed multimedia system.
It depends on further components and the sum of all compo-
nents needs to function together. The interplay of a Virtual
Director with related components such as sensors or render-
ers needs to be designed thoroughly, in order to be able to
meet the users’ expectations with respect to service delays.

Comparing with the current state-of-the-art of broadcast
solutions (TV/Internet), there are significant delays which
consumers notice and are bothered with especially when
co-located people watch for example the same live event via
broadcast TV and there are several seconds or even minutes
time difference. Instant updates via social media contribute
to this issue, as people already may find out what is going
to happen before they actually see it. Such delays are detri-
mental to their viewing experience.

Media industry players seek to reduce the overall delay of
processing and transmitting content, see e.g. the approaches
discussed in [30] and [12]. The latter White Paper by Har-
monic Inc discusses how latency adds up over the broad-
cast chain. It also suggests a latency sensitivity scale where
viewer sensitivity depends both on the type of content and
the type of service. Not surprisingly, worldwide premium
events and sports in general are considered most crucial. The
White Paper does not seem to consider symmetric setups
beyond broadcast like for example videoconferencing where
content is both sent and received. For the Virtual Director

3See: https://av-media.vu.nl/mediasite/Play/
5745f2482d3f4fe7a547458393af322a1d

approach, however, the real-time requirement is especially
crucial in such setups.

Supporting active and passive consumption
A Virtual Director capable of fully automatic decision mak-
ing may enable fully passive content consumption where the
user just watches the default coverage and does not interact
at all with the system to change preferences. Conversely, it
is also a feature of the Virtual Director approach to enable
very active consumption, i.e. to enable users to interact with
the system to take decisions themselves or express prefer-
ences which influence future decisions taken by the Virtual
Director. We refer to these two opposing viewing modes as
lean forward and lean backward consumption.
It is assumed that over a considerable amount of time,

most users prefer not to stick to either extreme but change
their mode of consumption. Apart from the two extremes, the
Virtual Director may also support a combination or compro-
mise thereof, e.g. by influencing tendencies rather than hard
rules, or by stating abstract preferences which the Virtual
Director itself translates to particular viewing situations.

Support for multiple degrees of automation
There are two distinct aspects where a Virtual Director can
support varying degrees of automation.
First of all, a Virtual Director may take decisions fully

automatically on one hand, or support and even require user
input on the other hand. From a different point of view, this
relates to shades between active and passive consumption
as described in the previous section above.
Second, from the multimedia service provider’s point of

view, a Virtual Director component not necessarily imple-
ments a fully automated process. Members of a production
team could steer or inform it to some degree, e.g. via manual
real-time annotation.

A simple illustrating examplewould be to have an operator
annotate fouls during the broadcast of a basketball match in
a setup where these actions cannot be detected automatically.
Another example would be to have an operator continuously
adjust the framing of shots, or filter out inadequate shot from
a list of shot candidates.
It is essential to note that the production professionals

are not taking final decisions in these examples. They are
not taking decisions what is eventually shown on a partic-
ular playout device, but are injecting metadata that can be
used for the personalisation process which in parallel creates
potentially many different versions for the many parallel
viewers. To be able to do that, operators require dedicated
user interfaces – see [3] for an example and general consid-
erations.

For the users, the degree of automation on this end is likely
transparent, i.e. not known and not relevant. Either degree

https://av-media.vu.nl/mediasite/Play/5745f2482d3f4fe7a547458393af322a1d
https://av-media.vu.nl/mediasite/Play/5745f2482d3f4fe7a547458393af322a1d
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of automation may, however, enable different features which
users experience and benefit from.

User preference expression and user interaction
A fundamental capability of the Virtual Director vision is
that users may express preferences before and during con-
tent consumption such that the Virtual Director can take
them into account for decision making. Preference expres-
sion and user interaction can be designed in manifold ways,
not constrained by the concept presented in this paper.

How can these inputs eventually be taken into account in
technical terms? This may be realized as a parameterization
of production grammar, as a switching to different, distinct
production grammar definitions, or by triggering a certain
behaviour within a production grammar definition.

Viewers may influence any aspect of the content selection
and content presentation. Preferences may be expressed in
any form and on any abstraction level, for example:

• Meta-decisions, such as the selection of a general cine-
matic style.

• Individual detailed ’branching’ decisions – do you want
A or B? – that can be taken any time or only when
prompted for input.

• Adjusting bias settings, e.g. setting a level for a certain
kind of bias on a normed scale such as 0 – 100.

Apart from direct interaction, a Virtual Director may infer
user preferences from external sources, such as social media
profiles. Preferences may further be inferred from previous
interactions analogous to the concept of relevance feedback.
For a recent survey on interaction methods for interactive
media access, see [35]. Independent of the concrete design,
privacy concerns have to be considered and respected.

Even though user interaction to dynamically express and
change preferences while using a Virtual Director service is
a key part of the concept, this aspect was not a focus of the
research prototypes developed alongside this work.

Predictive behaviour
The general concept of a Virtual Director is that it derives an
’understanding’ of what is happening in the scene from its
sensor cues and reacts to it by taking appropriate decisions.
Due to the real-time setup, it cannot look into the future,
in contrast to applications based on recorded content. A
Virtual Director may create added value for its users based
on reactive behaviour only.

However, in certain application contexts such purely reac-
tive behaviour might not be sufficient and may not satisfy
user expectations. Implementing predictive behaviour is typ-
ically very challenging, though. Predictive decision making
requires reasoning with assumptions and uncertainty, in a
sense rather different than reasoning with uncertain cues.

A predicted event may or may not happen eventually. Odd
behaviour can be the result of the latter case.
In technical terms, predictive production behaviour may

be realised for example by partial recognition of patterns on
the sensor cue streams.

5 ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE
Research on the Virtual Director concept is encouraged by
the author’s belief that there is a lot of potential for this kind
of technology to make a business impact. Numerous research
and industry experts who got in touch with this string of
research have acknowledged the appeal of its application
opportunities. Yet, this technology is in its infancy and only
time will tell how successful and wide-spread it may become.
While the original idea behind the Virtual Director con-

cept was to automate the decision making task of a human
director, its impact is not limited to the idea of automating
human labour, automating this complex task. The Virtual
Director concept can also be applied in numerous applica-
tion domains where currently no human director is involved.
Further, it could be a basis for the development of entirely
new media consumption formats, enabling more interactive
and more personalized content consumption.
A more short term vision is that it could first be utilized

in rather simple, low-profile setups with less demanding
requirements with respect to the cinematic and aesthetic
quality expected by users. For broadcasters, the availability
of Virtual Director technology may make the coverage of
smaller regional events more attractive and economically ap-
pealing. Instead of deploying a large broadcast crew, a Virtual
Director working with a set of fixed (not moved around by
operators) cameras could be the basis for a low-cost solution
that would allow to cover such events. Production cost could
be minimized by putting a set of cameras in place, configur-
ing a Virtual Director’s production camera to the specifics
of the physical setup, and relying on re-usable production
grammar to conduct the task automatically. Providers of
media content and media services may embrace the Virtual
Director technology since

• intelligent features can help differentiate their product
from those of competitors,

• or users are willing to pay extra for advanced features.

Already simple forms of personalization may have con-
siderable added value for users, for example in application
scenarios where there are many actions going on in paral-
lel and users want to influence what is prioritized, selected
and shown. One example are track and field competitions
where important actions may happen in parallel and users
may favour certain disciplines, individual athletes, repre-
sentatives of certain nations, etc. Users may bias content
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presentation and their preferences may change during con-
tent consumption, by means of interacting with the system.
Last but not least, there are many application scenarios

where typically there is no human director involved cur-
rently, but adding a virtual one may significantly improve
the experience. Video communication is one such potential
domain, see [8].

A Virtual Director allows to parallelise the decision mak-
ing process. The approach scales while a human production
crew could for economic reasons could not produce a large
number of different outputs in parallel.
One way to monetize Virtual Director services and the

additional effort required to set them up compared to tra-
ditional broadcast is to include personalized advertising as
well. "The power of individual targeting – the technology will
be so good it will be very hard for people to watch or consume
something that has not in some sense been tailored for them",
Google’s Eric Schmidt told the Wall Street Journal in 2010 to
that end [14].

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper presents and dissects the Virtual Director con-
cept, a concept for technology capable of automating the
decision making tasks of a human TV broadcast director,
and taking personalized live video stream mixing decisions
for individual users. A Virtual Director is a data-driven con-
tent personalization and adaptation service, as it relies on
sensors which inform it about what is happening in the scene.
Bits of low-level information are possibly fused, analysed
and interpreted, such that higher-level cues, facts and states
can be inferred. This in turn is triggering or parametrizing
the decision making processes of a Virtual Director which
eventually decide what is shown on a particular screen.
The Virtual Director approach can also be applied to fur-

ther, non-broadcast application domains, such as videocon-
ferencing. For this theoretical concept, an implementation
approach has been proposed and validated as well [17].
From a research point of view, there is scope to extend

this basic and generic concept to other forms of media and to
add further intelligent features. One of the future challenges
towards enabling high-end applications is to support the pro-
duction grammar engineering process. Especially, tools and
design patterns for authoring, structuring, adapting, testing
and re-using complex production grammar definitions need
to be developed.
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